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January 1 , 1941

Dr. Claude M. Fuess
Clerk of the Board of Trustees
Phillips Academy
Andover, Mass.

Dear Dr. Fuess:

During 1940 the Robert S. Peabody Foundation

for Archaeology carried on no extensive project in-

volving work in the field because of budgetary limi-

tations. However, the Foundation continues to keep

in touch with archaeological work in this area, for

members of its staff have visited and examined sites

in New England, some for the Massachusetts Arch-

aeological Society, and some for its own benefit.

Among these may be mentioned sites at Ballardvale,

Billerica, Hadley, Miller's Falls, Norton and Sudbury.

In addition, members of the staff have been called

on as consultants for several projects of the Massa-

chusetts Archaeological Society. The only field

project of the Foundation involved an examination

of existing fish weirs on the New England coast by

Mr. Johnson, during early June. In the course of

this trip he secured much information of value in

preparing his report on the prehistoric weir found

under the Back Bay in Boston, mentioned in the last

record of the Foundation.
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Of necessity, the greater part of the work of

the Foundation was laboratory work of one sort or

another. The last report mentioned the work on the

data secured at the site of the fish weir; the present

report cannot give much more information, as some of

the data are not yet digested. It is safe to say that

much new and unsuspected data has been forthcoming

as a result of the minute and painstaking examination

of the material secured. As a small and very insig-

nificant detail of the whole , comes the discovery that

the stakes of which the supposed weir were composed

had become so altered during the period in which they

were buried that they can no longer be called wood;

all the cellulose has disappeared, leaving a semi

mineral structure of lignite. Furthermore, no bacterial

action is evident, indicating either an absence of

bacteria, or some bactericidal action as yet unexplained.

Anyone who has experienced the sulphurous breeze from

a tidal flat during the summer will wish that this

condition might still prevail. The data still uoint

to considerable antiquity for the weir, and may make

necessary a revision of our estimates for the antiquity

of the occupation of the New England coast by the

Indians. A thorough examination of geological and

other data in the course of the work now makes it
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evident that not only archaeologists, but also geolo-

gists, botanists and climatologists may be forced

to alter their opinions to explain the observed phe-

nomena. Although this undertaking is not strictly

archaeological, it redounds to the credit of the

Foundation and school that this institution has been

instrumental in securing this mine of information.

Preliminary reoorts from the cooperating scientists

are now coming in. Mr. Johnson has prepared, with the

aid of the duplicating machine in the Oliver Wendell

Holmes Library, a preliminary draft of their conclusions

for discussion at a meeting to be held, in Boston in

January. It is hoped that the final report will be

ready for the press during the corning summer.

Vork on the Museum collections continues, although

it has at times been superceded by work on the Fish

'Weir data because of the need for capitalizing on the

interests of the cooperating workers before it cools

off. Incident to the preparation of the exhibits,

the older collections have been analyzed and studied.

The results of this work should contribute to a much

more understandable and appealing exhibition. In the

course of this work many of the specimens which had

never been properly treated were thoroughly cleaned

and treated with the appropriate preserving medium.
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The installation of new exhibits proceeds slowly

but steadily. Because of the need for analysis and

preservation it may seem that the work goes by fits

and starts, nevertheless, in the week before Commence-

ment our Southwestern Hall was opened to the public

for the first time. This was subsequently closed be-

cause Mr. Travis' model of Pecos was moved upstairs

from the basement, and remained uncompleted for several

months during which Mr . Travis was taken from this work

to assist in the revision of the Biology notebook and

other projects. It is a pleasure to report that his

work is now finished, and the model is enclosed by a

case designed and built by the School Carpenter Shop.

Immediately upon completion of the case for the model,

the room was painted. It is now open to the public

with permanent installations to which additions may

be made from time to time. Mr. Johnson has been gather-

ing exhibition material for the Northeastern Hall,

examining specimens in storage, and consulting all

available sources in an effort to make a more thorough

and complete interpretation of the significance of the

collections. Unfortunately this work has been inter-

rupted, first by Mr. Johnson's illness, following which

he was granted a leave of absence, and later by the

demands of his collaborators in the Fish Weir studies.

The long-delayed work will be resumed in January.
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Under Mr. Byers' direction, Mr. Bullen has been clean-

ing and preparing some of the perishable material from

the southeastern part of the continent preparatory to

making a preliminary layout for the Southeastern Hall

.

Among Dr. Moorehead's collections from Stowah there

are some pieces that will make a very fine and signifi-

cant exhibition when they are properly cleaned and

repaired. Material secured as the result of exchanges

with other museums will supplement and help to inter-

pret our own very fine material.

A field of great importance, but one that does

not produce any immediate results is that which centers

around research on early histories and documents.

Systematic examination of works of this type has been

undertaken for the New England area, with a view to

amassing all available facts on our Indians and the

possible future publication of a popular book covering

the habits and customs of our Indians . No book of this

sort is now in existence. A start on this file has

been made as the result of reading undertaken during

their leisure hours by members of the staff. These

interests parallel those of the Massachusetts Archaeo-

logical Society, with which the Foundation is in active

collaboration on this project. So far we have been

able to supply authoritative information regarding
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the dress and houses of the Indians in the vicinity

of Boston for a painter who was at work on a large

mural, and to one or two other students of the Indians

who have come asking our help.

For a number of years the Foundation has been

setting aside from income a reserve for publishing

the results of current research. This fund, as you

know, made possible the publication during the summer

of "Two Sites on Martha's Vineyard", Volume I, Number 1

of the Papers of the Robert S. Peabody Foundation.

The new format with paper covers was decided on as a

more economical means of publishing information than

that afforded by the cloth-bound series used for the

Papers of the Southwest Expedition, and the Etowah

and Arkansas P.iver Valley reports. Bids were invited

on the publication, and the contract awarded to the

George P. Eanta Publishing Company of Menasha
,
Wisconsin,

the lowest bidder. Although this necessitated sending

work out of the town, it was felt that unless local

firms could compete with outside firms in quality and

price, it was in the best interests of all concerned

to have the work done elsewhere. A saving of fifteen

percent was effected in this way; an edition of 750

copies was run at a cost of £562.12. The printer also

saw that the copyright was secured, fifty-six copies
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were distributed in exchange with other institutions,

one hundred complimentary copies were distributed,

and the balance shipped to the Museum by freight.

Research on the problems made evident by the ex-

cavations at Elue Hill, Maine, has been temporarily

postponed, and the projected report has been deferred

to Volume III of the series The report of the find-

ings of the scientists collaborating in the study of

material secured from the Boston Fish Weir is to appear

as Volume II, scheduled for release before the end

of 1941.

In addition to the formal publication by the

Foundation, Mr. Johnson has published three papers

through other media; "Chemical Problems of the Arch-

aeologist" in the Report of the New England Association

of Chemistry Teachers , for 1940, "The Indians of New

Hampshire" in Appalachia for July, 1940, and a dis-

cussion and map of the distribution of native languages

of Middle America in a volume entitled The Maya and Their

Neighbors , D. Appleton-Century Co., New York. 1940.

George C. Vaillant, P. A. '18, was a co-editor of this

volume which was presented to Dr. A.M. Tozzer of Harvard

in recognition of his contribution to the field of Anth-

ropology as a teacher of many men now active in the

field.
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In June, Mr. Ripley F. Sullen came to the Museum

in the capacity of a student and helper, interested

in learning museum methods and technique. He joined

as a volunteer worker, receiving the nominal salary of

ten dollars a month, with the understanding that he

was to be free to pursue a course of study at Harvard.

He attended the session of the Summer School, and is

now enrolled as a student in the Graduate School of

Arts and Sciences. Part of his time he devotes to work

in the Museum, and part to the interests of the Massa-

chusetts Archaeological Society. Mr. Sullen has taken

over the files of correspondence left by Dr. Moorehead,

transferring from the correspondence, data relative to

sites and collections, and compiling a file of arch-

aeological information. In this way he has made avail-

able a large mass of material dealing with the New

England states. He has also been of great help in

cleaning and preparing archaeological specimens for

exhibition. It seems safe to say in summary that at

this point it begins to become apparent that progress

is being made in bringing order and system to the

collections and records in the Museum, and that it

should not be much longer before the internal arrange-

ments arrive at that well-ordered state which is the

goal of every modern museum.
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It lias seemed necessary to continue with as many

outside activities as possible in order to maintain

the place of the School and the Foundation in the

scientific world. To this end your staff has parti-

cipated in every important scientific meeting within

a reasonable distance from Andover that had any bear-

ing on its field; representatives having attended the

Annual Meetings of the Society for American Archaeology

in Indianapolis during May, of the Eastern States

Archaeological Federation in Trenton during November,

of the American Anthropological Association in Phila-

delphia during December, and of the state archaeolog-

ical societies of Connecticut and Massachusetts. In

line with this practice the Foundation has invited

the American Anthropological Association to hold its

annual meeting at Andover in December, 1941, subject

to the approval of the Trustees, and subject to con-

ditions beyond our control. The importance of preserv-

ing and extending our contacts in this way cannot be

too strongly stressed. Members of these groups who

attended meetings at Andover in past years have carried

away very pleasant memories of Andover Hill, a fact

which, in itself, seems of the utmost importance.

Our relations with the several scientific groups

continues intimate: Mr. Bullen, Mr. Byers , and Mr. Johnson
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serve on various committees guiding the progress of

the Massachusetts Archaeological Society; Mr. Johnson

acted as Chairman of the Exhibits Committee of the

Eastern States Archaeological Federation, and is now

Chairman of the Committee for Public Education of

that organization; Mr. Byers continues as Editor of

AMERICAN ANTIQUITY, of which journal 0*0. Vaillant,

P. A. '18, accepted the Associate Editorship during

August. The Foundation was active in bringing out

the early issues of the Bulletin of the Massachusetts

Archaeological Society, but as the Editorship passed

out of Mr. Byers' hands at the October meeting, this

function is now carried out elsewhere.

During the year a number of visitors have come

to the Museum for the purpose of examing our collections

in order to gather comparative data. These include

archaeologists from as far west as Michigan and as

far south as Mississippi: Dr. Frederick Matson of the

Ceramic Repository of the University of Michigan,

Dr. William A. Ritchie of the Rochester Municipal

Museum, Dr. Jesse D. Jennings of the Natchez Trace

Parkway, Tupelo, Mississippi, Mr. Kenneth B. Disher

of the National Park Service, Washington, and Mr. Rene

d 1 Harnoncourt of the Indian Arts and Crafts Board.

The purpose of Mr. d' Harnoncourt ' s visit was the
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gathering of specimens for an exhibition of Indian

Art to be on display in the Museum of Modern Art in

New York from late January, 1941. This will be an

exhibition based on the display at the San Francisco

World's Fair in 1939, but greatly enlarged and en-

riched by the addition of pieces which could not be

sent that far away. Several pieces from our collections

will be included in this exhibition, and it is a

pleasure to report that some ideas used in the in-

stallation of our own Southwestern Hall are being in-

corporated in the New York show.

Every effort has been bent toward rehabilitating

the finances of the Foundation without unduly curtail-

ing the activities of the institution. Our Budget made

no allowance for any program of excavation because it

was felt that it would be unwise to undertake further

work until installation of the exhibitions was complete

and material already excavated had been worked up for

publication. It is felt that the Foundation should

follow a policy of keeping publication in step with

excavation, a goal that can be attained without undue

financial strain by alternate years in the field.

Other activities have not been curtailed, since the

budget made full allowance for all usual expenditures.

By watching carefully each expenditure it was possible
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to save from this budget a surplus of $2,331.29 during'

the fiscal year of 1939-40. This was applied to the

accumulated deficit of $5,240.12, reducing it to the

current figure of $2,908.83. By continued care in

purchasing, and the reduction of unnecessary expendi-

tures it may be possible to wipe out entirely the

balance of the deficit by the end of the current

fiscal year. The budget continues to make allowance

for the amortization of capital advances at the rate

of $200 per year toward Br. Moorehead's portrait,

and $1000 per year toward the alterations to the

building. The staff continues to bear this fact in

mind and to make every effort toward economy.

The members of the staff are preparing to take

an active part in the Adult Education courses sponsored

by the Andover Evening Study Groups for Adults during

the winter of 1941. Mr. Johnson is participating in

the course on "The History of the Town of Andover",

and Mr. Byers is giving a general introductory course

called "America Before Columbus". Mr. Byers is assist-

ing Mr. Peck with the Rifle Club, acting as an in-

structor, and taking charge of the range in the cage

on one evening each week. Mr. Johnson has been giving

a section on Human Evolution in Biology, in cooperation

with Mr. Shields. The members of the staff continue
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their efforts to act in cooperation with School

activities in so far as their somewhat peculiar duties

and functions will permit.

Accessions to the collections have been less than

in former years, chiefly because of our concentration

on the analysis of our existing collections. One in-

teresting addition consists of a dugout canoe found

in the Shawsheen River by members of the Foster family,

and presented to the Foundation by Mr. Foster. While

the canoe bears every indication of being the work

of a white man, and was undoubtedly completed during

the last half century, it still remains as an in-

teresting example of one type of canoe that was for-

merly used in this region by the Indians. During

the year twenty-four accessions were made to the

collections, including a total of 481 specimens;

forty-eight specimens were recataloged, study having

shown that they lacked proper identifications. Thirty

three titles were added to the Library in addition to

the forty-seven periodicals or exchanges which are

received each year.

The Library continues to be used by persons in

the community who are interested in problems of colonial

history or archaeology. The policy of coooeration with

the program of the Oliver Wendell Holmes Library has
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continued, to make books available for those of the

students who are interested in following lines of

research that lie between the fields of Archaeology

and other courses in the School.

It is a pleasure to record the fact that relations

with other institutions continue on the best of terms;

that a growing interest is evident among the boys;

and that all signs point to a completion of the in-

stallation of exhibits during the current year.

Respectfully submitted,

/ /

Director

.








